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1980 OFFICER EL:IDTI,9! 

"""''"''-"""'M' Mll.'E!:ING ON TU!SDAY, 23 OCTOBER 1979 
UTILIZING ;~wv,.u COID.'TED }3)7 JUDGES SELECTED FROM MEMBERS 
IN ATTENDANCE. RESULTS OF THE EI.E:CTIO.W \'HLL BE ANNOUNCED PRIOR TO THE MEErING mm. 

1980 CHAPTER PW.1?:uNG (,lt~IONA!RE 

Sl¥C~! 

~:r'cy !,8 E,.ie:u 

Clare:nce :McDonald. 

Charles E. Zellner 

Larr/ 'i.. Grimm 

INCLUDED ur THJ:;j ISSlJE OF ECHOl:S IS A 1980 PLANNING QUESTION.AIRE. TO THOSE 
WHO WILL NOT BE JJ3L:ff; TO A'l~J~END OUR r,c,.,s,c,m,.,,~AING, PLEA.SE FILL OUT THE FORM AND MAIL 
IT 'l'O ME B'f ,..,,,,,,_,,.,..n.,,.· .. -.- ROAD, DALLAS, TX 75209. I HAVE BEEN 
TOLD THAT THEllE WILL BE NFlrA'I'IVE 'l.'0 'rHIS REQUEST'. IN THE TRADITIONAL E.A.A. 
SPIRIT·, LET'S PROVE '.l'HE 

J' .A.A. REPAIRIIAI'i CERTIY!CAT!S 

I HA.VE RECEIVED F •. loA,., APPLICATION FORMS FOR OBTAINING TfilS RATING. THEY 
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GIVEN TO BUILDER/OW~'F.RS WHOSE AIRORAFr AIRWORTHI~S CERTIFICATES WIL EXPIRE IN 1979. 
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MORE DE:!:AILS THIS ~K:l. ,,.,,,,.,JWV,"J:IU' ON Tt. P., CLAF .. mm:s. wAns PAGE. 

THE 2;i OC110~l~!L~rfj1=11!.E,5:0J~}L~:!W WILL BE CON".DUCTED AT THE USUAL PLACE. 
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BRING YOUR ,,,.,.,_,,,,.,.,..,, = TH.ll ARE ALWAYS WELCOME. 

OOH~ '!'OU ALL THERE 

l!htiirles Penry 



HAi'lf,AR ECHOES 

EAA CHAPTER 168 

October, 1979 

From Your Program Chairman: 

Prez Charlie has already discussed in his letter the program for October. 
The November program has been set up to be held at Air Park. Al Backstrom 
has agreed to a "Show and Tel1 11 for that meeting. The subject will be his 
Powered Plank. 

Mark your calendars now for the December meeting. Traditionally this meeting 
has been our Christmas Party and installation of new officers. 

Complete the reservation blank below and get a check to Pete as soon as pos
sible so that we will know how many to prepare for. 

December 7, 1979 
Northpark Inn - 9300 N. Central Expressway 
Happy Hour 6:30 - 7:30 

Drink Prices - Highballs 
Wine 
Beer 

$2.00 
1. 50 
1.50 

Dinner Beginning at 7:30 

Cost - $10.50 per person 

Reservations must be in to Pete Ohlson by December 1st. 

Name -------------------------------------
Address 

Number of Reservations 

Mail to: 

---------------------------
Pete Ohlson 
8928 Hackney Lane 
Dallas, Texas 75238 
Phone: (214) 348-1823 
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:i 9f.tO _ c~~f!1::"t ~ .. _,::h':iNl~G ~T'IQNAIRE 

PROGRAMS AND EVENTS 

1. RDJL&R KEZrING PROG1Uli3 = 

CONSTRUCTION/~TORl":J:.IO~ 

, .• ,.:_,,·d.,;,'"''"'·,:;• lii'1.&iae:r'i.oa:..l;r With !f,1 Being Highest Priority. 

WOOD 
-SHEE'r ~AL 
-STEEI1 TUBE 
-PIJi~"TIC &-

.AIRGRAF-1: 
-PAINTING & 
-RIGGING 
-WELDING 
-DJSIGNEE 

OTHER PROOW~ = DE'-SCR1:J,J!3 

2.. WEEK END HOW-,ll'0-00 ]QRKBIID.PS 

COMIUTTF.!E Ar:J!I:[I'.f!' - I WLZiL BE f'.s''l~ 

SA.FEJ.l'f' 
-WELCOMI~lQ. GO:MMITTEE 
-HISTORIAN 
-JmlBERSHJ.P 
-PUBLIC RE'.LAT::W:NS 

HANGli ECH0!3 NmSLE'FJ!ER 

MISCKLLA.NEDUS 

TEST FLYING 
--~PERF'ORMANCE ANALYSIS 

-AIRCRA..P:r DFSIGN 
-ROTARY WING AIRCRA.n· 
=-AVIATION HISTORY 
-FLIGHT Tl!I:HNIQ'lm> 
--ULTRA LIGHT AIRCRAFT 
~-== SOCIAL :ft!Em!INGS WITH 
~ WIVFS AND/OR GUJ:i.STS 

CONSTRUCTION/RESTORATION TECHNIQUJS 

SATURDAY PM_SUNDAY PM 

9'1'.:•R CONSIIJERATIO!i AS .A CHAIRPERSO?h 

PROGR.~ 
. SOClAL AC'2IVITIE3 

I-i'£:l'-INS 
WO~ AUXILIAR? 

:_ ~JlUND RAISING 

IF !OUR DESIRE oo~-irnm1,m .MONTr.lLY ·'"""'•··••;:~,'J,. 

PR!SENT FORD.T A.MD CONT1Jh.'T, EK'l"EHD 
OF OUR NATIONil.LY R!I!OGNIZED NEWSLE'I'TER IN ITS 

TRADITIONAL E.A .. A .. SPIRIT --- BJ BL P ---
1. 
2. 
3. 

I WOULD LIKE Tl') LJYl.RN HOW TC & MAIN'11AIN THE CHAPTER PRINTING DUPLICATOR. 
-I CAN .BE A V.iLtU\.BLE ro HF"..uP THE NEISL~Y.CER ONE EVENING FACH MONTH. 
-I CAN HELP Df THE THIRD Ql,,fl$:'; & ZIP uvi.n .. c,,,,... OF THE NDJSLE1'J.'ER AND PROCESS 
-IT THROUGH THE -~•WA~-~ .. ,9 J;'Jff,,{l,~5, ;Y;2;'Y' OFFICE E.iGH !lON"2H. 

I CAN ASSIST IN ART WORK 
I CAN A.R..~.NGE F'C.H A 
I CAN EiCECUTE 

,~~,~;.vu,~~'~ OF GOYF.RS & A.RTICLJS. 
OF 'J!HE COPY P'OR THE NEWSLE'l'TER. 

-I CAN Er.ECUTE CARTO(JNE FOR rn::;:: Ifi 'f8E :trE'lfSLErTERe 
8. --I CAN ASSIS'l' :rn ,,...,.,,~,,.,m.., 
9. I CA.W PERIODICALLY WRITE 
10. -·I CAN PEFlJ!"'ORM CAME.TU. 
11. -I CAN '''';'.,",."'u\'.,"'.'w'"',.i.", BI.ACK & '""""'"'"'''" 

1979 CHAPTERP.!:~~ 

I CONSIDER THAT THE TOT.AL 
POOR .FAIR GOOD EXCE'.t,;{;,l[;_i'{f'" - -~ -

TO JIE J!.: 

MAIL L.lBEL LIST CURRENT. 
:C:~S OR TFJ.:::BlUCAL - FOR THE NEISIJ!FI'ER. 

1E2l IfEiSLEJ:TER - BLACK & WHITE 
D:;iJVELOl?MENT & ENLARGING HELP FOR THE NDSLE.rTER. 

PERFORM.&.MCE SHOULD BE RATED AS: 
THE'f WOULD H&:vE BEEN OF MORE VALUE & INTEREST 

NAME-~·-, .··---,.,.--•·-'""'-- ~.~-----·-~rmiEPHONE NUllBER _________ _ 

CWP/10/10/79 



ECHOES 
Editor 

[JICK CAVIN 
"'10529 Somerton 
Da/las, Texas 75229 

214/351-4604 

OCTOBER 1979 

Our September mf:eting was ar:::,ther· o-F ~!1DS~' "good I uns", Judging from the dearth of 
empty chairs. most of the member:.,h~;.~ w::.s there. 

FAA Inspector, ALLAN KING, made his second appearance in 2 years in front of Chapter 168 
members, explaining the.ra.rnif·lca~fo,,s 0f the new FAA ruling that permits an aircraft builder 
to annually re--certify \·;is ::drcraf1:. Th·ls is in contrast to the procedure of previous 
years, that requir2d the 00r21· of an ~mateur built aircraft to present the aircraft 
to an FAA Maintenance inspectDr ftoir, the "GADO", (General Aviation District Office) 
for inspection and approval on an a~ru&l basis. 

The former procedure was becoming a s·ignificant consumer of inspectors' available working 
hours in light of the some 8000 homebuilts currently flying. After serious consideration 
and examination it \'las flnaTly concluded that such a procedure contributed little 
or nothing to safety and ther-efore should be replaced with a method that was adjudged 
to be more productive and less burJensome ·l n time and money to the government and the 
aircraft owner. 

This change of procedure is still another tr·ibute to the expertise of PAUL POBEREZNY 
and the headquarters staff in their years of dealing with the FAA on a friendly and 
respectful basis, buttressed by a give and ta.ke, common sense approach to aviation problems. 

In the 25 years that I've b;?en an ~f\A member 1 've witnessed the pendu1 um of the FAA I s 
attitude toward experimental aircraft builders swing from a nitpicking, unfriendly, 
and very un cooperative attitudi::: t0 c1 re1ax2d and friendly approach to problems, that 
was based on mutual respect anc c:,:;per·ct1on. ,l\bove all else, I believe the FAA's 
attit~de !award _EAA rnemb~rs refi ects th~i: ti:-us~ !n the integrity of EAA as an 
organ1zat1on and EAA memoers as resoons~ble 1nd1v1duals. 

In honest retrospect. I c2n't completely fault the FAA 1 s attitude in those early years. 
In hammering out \"1'Jrkable rules and r2gu1ations there was a huge "gray area" to contend 
with and so when unprecedented questions arose they took a typical, heavy handed 
bureaucratic approach, They fo1lc1:1ed the old axion, 11 when in case of doubt, punt". 
Admittedly, too. we had a few memb8 1·s that adopted a belligerent and vociferous stance 
toward our small numbers in these days 1t probably seemed that perhaps our organization 
had attracted a large number of th,-:-se cm1sidet·ed on the nhmatic fringe". 

E.A.A CHAPTER 168, P BOX 168, ADDISON, TEXAS 75001 
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The vast attitude change experienced hasn't gone unnoticed in other governments either. 
PAUL POBEREZNY's · outstanding success in working with governmental people has been 
singularly instrumental in removal of prohibitions and official restrictions to the 
building and flying of amateur built aircraft in many other countries. I've often said that 
our country's poli cians and statesmen would do well to emulate Paul 1 s approach to 
dealing with those of conflicting views in official positions. He well knows that two 
men breathing fire at each other practically no basis for agreement. 

It's a well known fact that no one l 1 kes to be criticized and criticism inevitably 
throws up a barrier between parU es" Even constructive criticism must be very carefully 
presented if it is to be consi proper"!y. The lobbying efforts of AOPA in the 
past years have adopted a bombast ·i c tone in too many cases and as a result they had 
limited success. I believe EAA been an object lesson in success for them, too, 
for in recent years, they, too, have trod a more reasonable path, much to their credit. 

Where there formerly was an in•-concea·led disdain for EAA and their people from the 
so-called business aviation communi and their media, there now is open respect and 
cooperation for EAA and its policies. We should be mindful that this is an earned 
respect and hasn't come easily. hink most EAAers agree that if we hadn't been 
fortunate enough to have Paul as our chief executive that it probably wouldn't have 
come about at all and that he is well deserving of the accolades he receives. 

Meanwhile back at the hangar: As ALLEN KING pointed out, the builder of an experimental 
airplane is now eligible to receive what is called a 11 Reoairman Certificate 11 and as a 
holder of such certificate he is permitted to do the annual inspection and recertification 
as to the airworthiness of HIS rplane (ONLY). The owner of an airplane built by 
someone else does not qualify for the. "Repairman Certificate" and must have a licensed 
A&P mechanic (or repair station) perform this function. Factory built aircraft must 
have their "annual" done by an "A&I" and there is no change in this area. 

Allen also conducted a Q&A session on other subjects that relate to the FAA and the 
homebuilder. One of the apparent areas of confusion is who to contact in the FAA when 
starting an airplane. The answer is the "EMDO" office at Meacham Field, Ft. Worth. 
(EMDO means Engineering and Manufacturing District Office.} With the advent of the 
new ruling on relicensing the GADO office isn't in the picture any more. 

Next question is, "When do I contact EMDO? How Often?" Answer: Make an appointment 
with EMDO for consultation with an FAA rep when you first receive your plans and are 
ready to start construction. They'll 11 you how they want to do inspections and 
how often. They I ll start your papert'l/ork and get you on record. I I d take along an 
EAA aircraft log book and have the inspector sign it. 

We have an EMDO inspector in our Chapter, AL BACKSTROM. Al is the designer and co
builder of the WPB-1 "Flying Plank" ultralight and he has the authority to sign off 
your project in all phases except the final inspection prior to first flight. 

ELECTION OF OFFICERS. PETE OHLSON, the chairman of the nominating committee for 1980 
Chapter officers, presented a list of nominees to the membership at our September 
Meeting and introduced them to the membership. He also pointed out that in accord 
with our By-laws that we must elect officers in October, so this will be done by secret 
ballot at our October meeting. Pete also asked for any additional nominees from the 
floor for any of the offices. All of the nominees are listed elsewhere in this issue. 
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Another feature of our Septembe~ m2et ng was a slide/cassette program on Composite 
Construction, as related by a profess ona1 announcer and produced by Rutan Aircraft 
Factory. It was well done and '.r,el 1 received by the membership. I 1 ve thought for some time 
that we ought to have a variety of how-to-do-it subjects covered on cassettes and 
slides. The 1a.te Mr, Clardy and I used to talk about dofog some of them on sheet metal, 
but we never got around to it. He was rea 11y the origi11ator of this tieing of slides and 
tape together in an integrated program of interviews with various chapter members. It 
provided the chapter with some good programs and perhaps we ought to do some more of 
them. 

Another little ditty that was wen received were Sunday afternoon "caravans". Several 
carloads of chapter members wou 1d leave from a predesignated point and make short 
visits to two or three projects under cGnstruction during the afternoon. In the 
familiar surroundings of his worksr:cp the builder was more at ease and readily volunteered 
his methods used to so1ve buildi~g problems. A lot of good builders get stage fright 
when speaking from a podium a~d a let of good information gets unsaid as a result. 

Perhaps we ought to schedule sorne of thes<': caravans again in the coming months? ~~e 
ought to again have Addison workshop day before the cold weather sets in, too. While 
were counting our "ought to" options mayte we should whomp-up another fly-in to 
usher out the fa 11 season or some other excuse, Fa 11 fly-ins are the very best. 

Our September meeting was most unique in still another way. We had a genuine auction 
of a homebuilt airplane just outside the main door on the lawn. The auctioneer was none 
other than "Smi 1 in I NORMAN SEATON" ar:d he sounded like a pro with his patter. He may 
be getting an offer from American Tobacco Company any day now. 

The aircraft being auctioned was a one of a kind homebuilt of obscure lineage and was 
presented less engine, cowling. and prop. It resembled a somewhat shrunken, single place 
Tri-Pacer, altho 1 that took a little imagination, since the nose wheel was missing 
and the nose strut was in a semi-retracted position. It might have been a folding 
wing design, as the left wing was in a partially folded position. Construction was all
wood and evidenced some good wood a fabric work on the part of the builder. It's over
head stick control made it unique, too, reminding one of the Fike design in Alaska. 
The overhead stick makes it possible to spread a sleeping bag on the floor of the 
airplane (after seat(s) are removed, of course). thus making it a practical item in 
the Land of the Midnite Sun, at least. 

CLARENCE (MUTT) WAY and his partner, .JOHN CRIS~JELL, were completely spellbound by 
Norman 1 s electrifying verbiage and vJhen Clarence raised his hand to scratch his ear 
he found they had bought an airplane for the unheard of sum of $75.00. Clarence 
now is like some others I know. He r~a11y needs another project to go with his Hatz
bipe and EAA ~ipe projects, along with various motorcycles, boats, house trailers, 
campers, sports cars, submarines. etc. SUBMARINES??!!!! Oh! Submarines Sandwiches, 
that is. His wife says he really should broaden his field of hobbies and take up 
golf, tennis, amateur radio, sucbc, d·;ving, and perhaps learn to play 3 or 4 musical 
instruments, too. I agree. I, too, hate to see a person with such a narrow range of 
interest. John also needed a companion project to go with his EAA bipe, so we see 
that we really shouldn 1 t limit ourse1ves to only one airplane project at a time. 
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Some years ago my wife made such , su.:;~7%:10n to me and said, "Why don I t you broaden 
yourself and take up some other hobbies?:'. Like a gocd husband I dutifully complied. 
Just the other day, tho;, I found out that I must have been on my way out of the room 
(or something), as I guess I didn;+, rv::ar the li:i.st part of it, where she said something 
about taking up other hobbles. Oh, wen! Nobody's perfect. 

The 11 mystery 11 airplane reminded me cf similar airplane that BILL WATHEN (FTW) built 
back in the pin-feather days of E/'JJJ.. It was an all-wood, 2 place, that strongly 
resembled a J-3 Cub. I meant to ,Lk dt11 about it last month, wh,-=n he brought his 
engine over for our August meeting. I have an idea that he still has it, as I don't 
remember ever hearing anyone say 3i~:: 1-J",i':g :.bout him wanting to sell it. 

He designed and built every part or: 'it, t;oo, jLJ.st like he did his homebuilt engine. 
A11 of us that viewed his engine 'rl August were quitE: impressed by Bill's ingenious 
design, as well as his ability tci machine a real, live aircr,:ft powerplant up from scratch. 
That's probably a homebuilt 1ifitstn" :t certainly is iri recent years. We had homebuilt 
engines back in the Twenties and Thfrti,~<::, but I can't recan anyone building up an 
engine from scratch in that era. C:urse the Wright Brothers did and probably some 
others did, also, most of the homebuilt 2ngines I ever heard about were assembled parts 
from various motorcycle or auto engines. etc. 

Back in my halcyon days I had two airp>;1:2s }·,iith nearly stock automobile engines 
(Model A Ford) in them. They pLlt a single magneto on it in place of the distributor 
and added a machined stub on the f1}~~ee1 end to attach the prop to, and that's all 
except for the lighter weight exhaust SJstem. They claimed it developed 40 hp. Maybe 
it did, but it was heavy, heavy and it ~sed 6 gals. per hour. The airplanes (biplanes, 
called "Wiley Post") had a top speed of 60 mph and had a 6 gal. gas tank. This gave it 
a still air range of 60 miles! That figure 6 was also its rate of climb, for with 
two people in it it would climb approximately 6 ft/minute but only if the air was 
cooler than 32°. With only one person it didn't do too badly, but with the second person 
in there with you, you learned to allow about 10 miles of obstruction-free terrain to climb 
to 500 ft. I rented the airp·lanes ,:i;;t to pilots with at least 20 hours solo0 as a "check 
out" was just too much for my adrenlin glands. Power off, it glided at a 66 angle in order 
to have a flare capability on landing. Of course it didn't have a stream lined strut on 
it and that accounted for some of its monstrous drag, along with a radiator that 
spoiled much of the lift of the upper wing and the side by side open cockpit. 

It had neither brakes or tail wheel, but the tail skid was a pretty good device for stopping 
it. 

The airplane was an 11 ATCed 11 airplane that was built in Oklahoma City. It had evolved 
from an Oklahoma homebuilt called a STRJ\UGHN". ,%out a dozen were built in the old 
Curtiss-Wright hangar on the old i,/iley Post Airport. Both of my old airplanes are still 
flying. One is owned by a JOHN BOUTELLER, of Tulsa, and the other by MARION MC CLURE, 
an antique addict of Bloomington, Il1inois. 

L~hen I tell people of some of my adventu~~es with the Wiley Posts, including mid-air 
refueling from a 5 gallon gas can, while st,rnding on the wing walk, they break up and I 
guess it really was funny. but we couldn't a1ways count on having airports, or fields 
good enough for takeoffs and landings, within the 60 mile range it had, si it was in 
the 11 necessity 11 category. If the r2a 1 truth was known, I guess we wanted to fly so 
badly that safety wasn 1 t always a; high on our list of priorities as it is now. 
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In light of experiences like the above, flying mostly underpowered airplanes, with 
their cranky and unreliable engines~ perhaps you can see why I don't wax ecstatic over 
antiques. Many of the rplanes we flew in those days were poorly designed and would 
11 bite 11 you if you got just a 1itt1e too slow on final, or on climbing turns. Some 
of them were real bears about ground looping on landings for the unwary or unskilled 
pilot, too. In spite of all those deficiencies, we truly loved to fly any and all 
of 1 em and would just about sell our soul to the Devil for the chance, I guess. 

I guess that 1s why I really get 
like the T-18, Hiperbipe, RV-3, 
climb, at least a 3 to 1 ratio 
and light rugged structure. 

enthusiastic over some of our good, modern airplanes, 
etc. Low drag airplanes, clean, with a high rate of 

stall and top speed, nimble control response, 

I don't have a very high opinion of our modern day tri-cycle geared airplanes, 
primarily because the nose wheel. wing struts, etc., cause such a loss in rate of 
climb and cri,..dse speed. Their fusel shapes are aerodynamic atrocities in most cases, 
catering more to style and eye appeal than aerodynamic efficiency. At a recent fly-in 
at Kitty Hawk I couldn 1 t help but notice how much better the Cessna 150 (with the tail 
wheel gear) climbed, as compared to the -gear version. There's no doubt that the 
tricycle gear is a distinct advantage in primary training--up to a point--where it then 
becomes a liability to the novice pilot. Personally, I feel that the only way that a 
tri-cycle gear is justifiable is wh,::n it's retractable and it's out of the high pressure 
flow field. 

In the latter years of my airline career 1t1e started getting new copilots out of the 
military that had never flown a tail wheel airplane and it became common knowledge that 
you could spot them immediately. It c~ntered mainly on their attitude toward absolute 
correction of drift on takeoffs and landings. They really didn't see any real need to 
correct for small amounts of drift, so they simply didn't--unless the captain rawhided 
them to do so. Needless to say, such captains usually didn't allow such copilots to 
make the landings when strong crosswinds were involved. 

Few people nowadays appreciate that taxiing a tail dragger is an art, too. In the 
days of no brakes and tail skids it truly was an ait and one learned very quickly that the 
throttle was a primary direction control" One also learned the value of ailerons in 
augmenting directional control. Airplanes of that day usually had considerable span 
and large ailerons and one soon learned that a "down" aileron on such a long moment 
arm was invaluable in preventing the airplane from weather cocking into the wind 
when it was used as a "drag flapi•. Going downwind the down aileron on the long moment 
arm was a directional aid and enabled the pilot to use much less power to energize his 
rudder, thus keeping taxi speeds lower. Without brakes, this was no unimportant point 
either. As we came to tri-cycle geared airplanes, tho', the ailerons became much less 
useful for these purposes, as the level flight position blanks out most of the down 
aileron, as it "hides 11 behind the wing thickness. 

Many older airplanes also did not have differential ailerons like modern airplanes do 
today. They had equal travel, up or down. Today's airplanes have very limited down 
travel angles as compared to up travel and this allows sloppy pilots (that don't use 
rudder properly) to enter a turn without fighting the adverse yaw generated by the 
down aileron. 

When one took a CAA (FAA) check-ride a few years back, if the nose of the 
airplane didn 1 t immediately start around the horizon and go around at the same rate as the 
~:n: ~:~n~oing down in the bank, he it right then and there. Ditto on rolling out 
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I don 1 t feel that that was an unrease;nable requirement, either., Basically there are only 
3 things involved in flying an ;-1irp:::rne -- the cli:nb,, the glide, and the turn -- every
thing else, including straight ~nd l2vel flight is a combination of these 3 so if a 
pilot doesn't understand and maste~ the turr he is at least 33-1/3% deficient. We 
might stretch those 3 basics to r:: H ':e foe·; ude the f;J;~i-vard s ·! ·i p and contro 11 ed s 1 i pping 
turn. If a pilot truly master:-, Uwse :: things he ·rs a prnficient pilot. 

In my experience as an instructc;- over the years I 1 ve fo:..:nd that most pilots (novices) 
don 1 t understand the mechanics of ~aki~g a turn and I've found quite a few pilots with 
quite a lot of time fall into that cctegory, too. It ·ls most apparent on final approach, 
when they are making very sma 11 t;ank angJ_ es and turns of on 1y a few degrees. Invariably 
they try to bank or unbank l!J"'th ai-!ercms only, or perhaps grossly deficient rudder, and the 
adverse yaw they generate makes all kirds of problems for thein. The previously mentioned 
copilots were guilty of this tov. 

The next in line error mo5t freque~t~y detected was misunderstanding of the use of the 
forward or s:ide slip; parti-:u·1ar1_y in 1::~:~: short final approach and flare segment. It's 
such a simple princip'ic that 1 c:n t :..:omprehend why so many pilots have great difficulty 
grasping it. I viish I had a n-1ck2'! r\:;:' 2\terytime I had said, "Stop the drift with 
the 1 owe red wing and coun tera.ct the nxn; ng tendency so generated by holding opposite 
rudder.'' They either cton 1 t drop the wing enough to stop the drift at ground contact or 
they use inadequate rudder to ha1d ·::he nose straight down the runway centerline. 

A very common error of novice pi1ots in thP. landing phase is to overbank more than the 
minimums required for drift cc1,·rect';ry, They then must hold excessive opposite rudder to 
fight the strong turning tender:c~· r.f thc2 steeper bar.k and this may 1eave them with very 
little more rudder travel available. 

I've always taught students to do :hefr drift correction on the downwind side of the 
extended center line of the runway, Tr this manner when controls are crossed in the 
forward slip condition and it is desired to return to the extended centerline all that 
is necessary is to ease off a bit 0r1 the opposite rudder. Then the proper angle of 
bank is established to stop the drift, along with the proper amount of rudder needed to 
stop the turning tendency. 

If the student is allowed to do his "btacketing" or. the upwind side of the extended runway 
centerline and he wants to return to the centerline he must actually make a turn in that 
direction, or allow a wings-level drift back from the crosswind. The combination of cross 
wind and turning away from the wind ir,troduces a short time factor and by the time he 
realizes what's happening he 1 s gone ~uch too far. 

Some instructors teach tri-gear students tn 11 crabn the airplane on final, instead of 
the forward slip method 1 but I strongly aisapprove of this procedure. If drift at the 
moment of touchdo11.n is to be zvoided" 1t is mandatory for the airplane to be put in a 
forward slip in the flare--only & moment before it touches. Then the pilot has to make 
2 guesses in the space of a second 0r two. First of all if he guessed wrong on how 
far he is above the ground he will either hit the ground in a crab and bounce or he'll . 
start a rapid down wind drift whn,:; hc! 1 s trying to save a landing from a too high flare. 
Either one of these things will put a large side load on the gear (that it isn 1 t designed 
for) and possibly cause the gear to be wiped off. 

Another weakness of the crab--kick ar·ciund technique is determing--guessing--how much to 
put the wing down to stop drift 1n°:; \1ov.: much -- exactly -- to apply rudder to swing 
the nose just to the rudder cente? line and no more. Anytime you swing the nose 

of an· airplane vJith t:-,e rudder ('lt's only function) you speed one wing up, giving it more 
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lift and causing it to rise, At t:-1e s2une time you are moving the other wing backwards, 
reducing its lift and causing it to descend. If you don 1 t exactly guess the precise 
moment the whee 1 s vri 11 touch you set tne s tay2 for touchdown on the downwind wheel , 
possibly failing the gear from side loads, and possibly having the airplane in a position 
where it 1 s trying very hard to a tutn downwind. With a strong crosswind under that 
upraised wing it 1 s improbable that there will be enough aileron power to raise the low 
wing and the down a.ileron drag from a fully deflected aileron may retard the correction 
or even stall the wing. If this happens the airplane will enter a vicious and uncon
trollable downwind ground loor. 

Just such a thing happened a fo·,.; montl1s back at Addi son \vhen a very inept pilot of a 
Piper Twin did exactly that. He had a strong east wind while landing south and he mis
judged his "kick around" a.nd the:: 3.ir;:i ,t,r,ri vwund up on its belly on a westerly heading in 
front of the tovJer II totalled. n 

Some pilots·are fearful of the w1ng tip hitting the ground but this is nearly an 
impossibility, especially :;;o if t:1e rrlrpla.ne is whee·! landed in a nearly level position. 
This is even true of swept v,ing j,2-~s wh2r2 the engfoe pods are fairly close to the 
ground. I used to do a little airshow act in a J-3 Cut, where I would pick up a 
handkerchief with a wire hook on the wing tip. It was ridiculously easy to do. I 
started out using a 6 11 hook and found lt so easy I went to a 211 hook. I even tried to 
brush the grass with the wing tip a time or two, but apparently there was cushion of air 
left to prevent touching at that speed. I:ve always been curious about that. I don 1 t 
know whether spanwise flow and tne wing tip vortices caused that or not. 

I do know that I've landed airline airplanes in crosswinds as high as 50-55 knots several 
times, using that technique plus tne help of power on the upwind engines (and idle power 
on the down wind ones). I put a 707 on the runway at Clark Field in the Phillipines in 
a blowing rain one night 1tJhen a nearby typhoon was giving us crosswinds gusting to 55 
knots and it really was no sweat at all. The biggest part of the problem was after we 
were down to about 50 knots on roll out and I began to run out of downwind rudder and 
had to use a little more brake and engine reverse on that side. 

Still another common fault I 1 ve found is the: pilot's failure to increase his aileron and 
rudder travel on a roll out, to compensate for his rapidly decreasing airspeed. This is the 
point where some tail dragger pilots get into trouble on a cross wind landing. That's 
where the old axiom of, 11 The landfr:g;s not over until you cut the switch and get out 11 

originated, I guess. 

I always taught students to beg'in crosswind takeoffs with full control deflection and to 
gradually eliminate the excess feflection as speed increased and to also hold the airplane 
on the ground until some excess speed is generated before lift off, thus protecting against 
inadvertantly hitting the runway while drifting. 

vJell, so much for, "The Diary of an Instructor. 11 

At our September Meeting, JOHN SNYDER, told me he went up to a fly-in at Shawnee, Ok., 
a few weeks ago and came home without his beautiful Starduster Too. He had a check in 
his pocket instead. An Oklahoma man saw it at the fly-in and just had to have it, 
so we 1 11 have to say fare!f1el1 to one of the finer Starduster Toos in the country. 

John's been wanting to sell the "Toe fr_)r some time, so he could get under way on either 
a Hiperbipe or an RV-3. He said he'd settled on the RV-3, so I guess he'll be at it 
hammer and tongs right away. No doubt he' n be making frequent trips over to 
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CHARLIE DORRIS' house to ·:heck 

ROBERT CLARK has been stuay1ng his set cf T-18 plans for several weeks and has acquired 
an engine a.nd constant speed prop,. ·in the interim. The past few days he 1 s been coming 
over to my shop to st:3tt his T-18 FuSr':ag:::, using my eemplates and form blocks. 

He's been a very apt pup~1 ani after -:t little bit of lldualn he was off on his own on at 
least 90% of the projecto After around 50 hours of working time we had him a fuselage 
all cleco 1 ed together to take horee. 

My best time to build a fuselage Vvc,s ::::½ days (1or:g days of 12 hours each). All by 
myself, so with my helping him a little 1,2 dcid it in the equivalent of 6 or 7 man days. 
That's not too bad, i,Jhen l s1.,y "fu:::,elaqe" I mean on1y_ the skins and formed bulkheads 
that look like an airplane. Of CGLlrse ther's much more to do. 

I do think this shews t~at a ra1;k b~;~r~er can not only master the elements of sheet 
metal work in a short time, bi..1t ell so r:1a; 2 very rapid progress in what many consider a 
re!llarkably ·· short time. 

CHARLIE FREEMAN' s RV-3 got an enghic :najor and some other mods a few months back, but I 
haven't seen it flying for some time. I haver~'t seen LEW SHAW 1 s Stevens Akra flying lately 
either, come to think of it. 

HAP BUCE I s Stevens l\kro is getting close 
MACK COBB came by and spray painted them 
in one big long piece). 

to flying. 
(I should 

He recently covered his wings and 
e saying 11 it 11

, as the wing is built 

Across the taxiway CH:,RUE LAMB's Sup2r A1<ro ~is also on a short final. There are still 
a lot of things to do yet, but Chazz is now flying the 747 to Europe and he's had some 
pretty good time off for airplane bui.idin' lately. 

DALE BROOKS is still cleaning up the Buecker fuselage and doing all the little things 
that need doing before he starts recovering the wings and fuselage. He 1 s pushed the 
Mustang II back in the corner for now to concentrate on the Buecker. Someone had better 
not make him a good offer on it, as th2y are very liable to buy it if they do. 

\.<Je had a few typograph 1cal errors shew up in our printing last month and some of the 
members called me about them~ as th~ meaning got changed on some of them. Our typist 
did a good job to wade through my 30 pages of sometimes illegible writing and all this on 
a subject she knew next to zilch about, so ·1 et I s not be too picky. I' 11 clarify a coup 1 e 
of those points: 

Page 4, Paragraph 7 9 should read, 11 He recommends you climb to a safe altitude near the 
airport and fly for an hour at 95% power. 1

' Eliminate the 11 don 't 11 before 11 climb 11
• 

Page 5, Paragraph 2, should read :1fteS: wh2elin~)" instead of 11 flywheeling 11
• 

Page 10, Paragraph 1, \\/here it reaC!s '1a n~rnber of builders take considerable phase", it 
should read ''a number of builders take considerable liberties with a design during the 
construction phase." 

Page 12, Para9raph 1. should rea.d "the po;,,:er CHOP 11 instead of the 11 power shop". 

All the above is based on the ass~mption that you kept last month's newsletter, of course. 
If you aren't a newsletter saver, how Jbout bringing your old copies to a meeting and 
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pitching them in our "older pub1ications" box? We have :ots of calls for old newsletters 
from new members and v·isito,·s and i;~'s hard to keep enough on hand. Ditto for your 
discarded aviation magazines and newspapers. A lot of members can't afford subscription 
costs to a variety of aviatfor pt.:1:·11.:atfo,·:s likE:: they could in past years, so your old 
mags are most we1corne to them. AL::1:;: ati_y aviation mag subscription is at least double 
our $6.00 annual Chapter dues! s0 ~t ~i11 all cooperate your $6 chapter dues will be 
even more of a real bargain. 

Our librarian also has a considsr6~-e number of technical treatises, books, etc., that 
can be "checked out 11

, so lc,Jk fc;· ':i:; v1b"i.e a.t the back of our meeting room. 

Many of you have said that they \'JOU:d 1-H-:s tn he1p out on Chapter work, but they didn't 
know where to start. Your 1ibr1:fi?·, (C:.lld use some help at his table during the 
meeting. The chapter treasurer tlso ~recue~tly could use an assistant in signing up new 
members and renewing membersnips, '.' ;}2cretary has charge of passing the roster wheet 
around to be signed and he s0J 1 c ~;2 ;~vera1 assistants in seeting that sheets are kept 
moving, etc: Chapter progra;r:s are::,==' t(~sponsibility of the Vice-President, but this is 
the toughest job of al1 and he c~~~fi~ly ~eeds all the help-including ideas-he can get. 

We have close to 250 members in 0ur cnapte,r$ but if people on1y come to chapter meetings 
to be entertained the chapter· v:i1l fi,,cJ;--;der. It has to be dynamic-an enthusiastic group 
effort to succeed. It can't be a ~ta~ic or passive group of people or members will soon 
lose interest in attending chaJter ~eeti and other functions, regardless of its size. 
If the few try to carry a 1 1 ::he ·: c&.:l f:Jt n;any, t~ey wi 11 eventua 11y become resentful if 
others don 1 t volunteer their ~e1~. To tJil it all down, if ALL of you will pitch in, 
the chapter officers wi 11 cons icier d1e·i r work a p 1 easure and not a burden and a 11 of you 
will get much more out of it if yct1'11 ~ake the effort to put a little in it -- because 
a 11 those "1 itt l es" add up to a 11ho 1 e 1ot. 

Chatting with chapter members I 1£i'Tned that KEN MORGAN was having engine problems with 
his prototype Starduster Too. The p1ugs vmu1d foul out in just a few minutes of flying, 
so he's pulled all 4 jugs and had them all brought back to standard with new rings, valves 
and guides, so he 1 ll be back in the air in short order. Ken recently visited with 
MR. & MRS. JOHN THORP or: a recent busin2ss trip to northern California and he's very 
anxious to get back to building 011 his T-18 (now that the Too is flying). 

BARRY EDEN has been taking advantage af the beautiful weather and getting in a lot of 
flying out at Airpark the past few weeks. 

CHARLEY GRANT has brought his Stardust.er (I) home for an engine change and a genera1 
inspection. He 1 s removing the 0-29C-G e~gine (125 hp) and installing one of the 0-290-D 
engines of 135 hp he recently bought fro~ BOBBY OSBORN. Before you hot foot it over to 
Charlie's house to buy his old eng~ns for your project, don 1 t. He's rat holing it for 
future use. He's also backing off on the Starduster l½ project, for awhile at least. 

WADE MUMAW now has a 11 four of h ·ls Hi perb·i pe 1.,r4ings covered, doped and sanded and they are 
super slick. He has them reposing in neat, padded racks, shaped to wing contour, all 
ready to be installed at final assernb-!y time. ~Jade is also very c1ose to being ready to 
cover the fuselage and tail grcuo. That will still leave him several weeks to go to first 
flight time. tho', as he'll have cabin interior, instruments. electrical. engine controls, 
fuel system, exhaust, and cowlir.:;; to do, and all of those items are time consuming. 
Just installing the windshield ar~ p12xi~1as windows would easily take several days of 
painstaking work, 
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It 1 s very important that \vind~:hlelds and canopies be installed free of any stress and 
are more or less free to 1'fl0at". :.:-::herwise they wil1 be sure to crack at attachment 
points. A portion of a11 vibration. f~ight and lading loads are transferred to plexiglass 
items and their supporting struct~r2. so fastening them properly shouldn't be neglected. 

For instance~ on the T-18 the canopy is att2ch2d to Hs frame by a series of small bolts, 
but the holes in the plexiglas are ml•Ch larger than the fasteners which are used. One -
half inch holes are bore,:: intci t:-·•·2 p1exiglas, which allows for the insertion of a thick 
rubber washer (grommet, or sect·frn, of rubber tubint). In turn, a metal bushing is 
inserted in the center of t11e i~ub;_c,~•; · ,,7,d ·l ts 1 ength is very s 1 i ght ly l anger than the 
plexiglas thickness. The fasten\~g bolt. with metal washers at each end, then applies 
dampfog pressure to the bushing ,;r·y, not tc the plexiglas. Any expansion of the 
bushing, plus stresses and vfo~i.·clcn, a'·':e taken up by the n:bber and not fed into the plexi. 
A neat meta.·! skfrt covers al1 th~s c:p 2nd i:lll that shows is the smooth, flat head of the 
countersink bolt. 

1, wood countersfrik has b,2211 f::und tc be best for boring the½" holes. Regular drill bits 
are prone to "grab" as they e:Tier92 f"'om the other side and this will cause cracks, for a 
certainty. Son:t' crt'lftsmen e\:en f 1 :im2 oo"lish the inside of those holes, using a propane 
torch. This technique effectively seal~ off any nicks and other pressure concentration 
points, as the f1ame polishin0 i~ reality 1s a slight melting of the plastic at its 
surface. 

Needless to say. it's a skill that should be learned on scrap plexi via much practice. 

Some others have used a solvent for the methyl-methacrylate resin (plexi) to do the same 
thing. The inside of the plexi is s2~1ed with tape and the solvent poured into the bored 
holes. It, too, causes minute hi11s and valleys in the hole to flow together into a 
smoother surface. Here again. practice is essential in order to determine the proper 
time factor for dumping the solvent. 

The Air Force has used a variation of this procedure for years to repair cracks in their 
expensive fightei-- plane canopies. They cut out the bad area and insert a "plug" patch 
into the cut-ouL It 1 s slightly thicker than the canopy and is sanded down after the 
solvent flows the two pieces togethe:~ into a chemical !lweld 11 that is completely invisible. 
Progressively finer grit sandpap2r is used, so that all sanding scratches are invisible to 
the naked eye. The area ·is there buffed with a tiny amount of almost non-abrasive compound, 
using the heat of friction to flow the p1exi surface. 

By the way, you should always cle2rn your own windshields, too. Line boys, that don 1 t 
know better, will usually use circula~ motions to apply cleaners. These tiny scratches 
cause an optical mess looking towards a late evening sun. All vertical motions should 
be used, as this has an almost polarizi~g effect on transmitted light. A little point, 
yes, but an important one, too. 

I'm sure you know that the protective ~aper on plexiglas shouldn't be allowed to stay on 
any 1 onger than necessary, as the: a cl hes i ve gun hardens with age and heat and about the only 
thing I've ever found that will even partially soften it enough for removal is household 
sudsing ammonia. I've tried soaking H with water and various oils, etc., but anything that 
will dissolve it v1i11 harm the pl,sxi, t00. 

A protective, strippable plast~c lrn 
It can be simp·iy str 1 ;•ped off a:t any 
from scratchinq Jutino fabricat~o~. 
{214-259-4677f·is one~supplier. S~gii 

c:1l1ed "SPRAYLATT" makes the best long time protector. 
ime later. We also use this to protect sheet metal 
:cally, REECE SUPPLY, 3308 ROYALTY ROW, IRVING 
oa 1 nter supply nous es al so carry it. 
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Most of you a 1 ready know tha.t BOB GEREN and BEN DUARTE came home from Kerrvi 11 e with 
1st Place Honors in their respective categor·ies with ,JIM RUSHING coming in Second for the 
Best Low Wing. (I think Jim ha.s won 1 3 firsts--at Kerrville in previous .years.) 

Next month, we 1 11 present the 
now nearing completion. It 1 s a ra\"e 
AT-6 Advanced Trainer built by 

Out of time and space for this 
at 7:30 PM. 

photos of RAY KIRKPATRICK 1 s project, that 1 s 
bird, the NA-64, the production prototype of the famous 

ill WWII. 

• so I'll see you the 4th TUESDAY of OCTOBER 

P.S. Rumors have it that 11 Mi 11 is going to do a report on General Avaition 
on November 4 and that maybe we should watch it closely as initial reports on it 
are not favorable but supposedly down harmful to the image of General Aviation. 
So turn on the tube NOVEMBER 4 and let's a look at what they do and write them 
if we don 1 t iike it. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
FOR E OR TRADE CORNER 

STEVE SENSEL (233-2770) is backi the SKYBOLT PROJECT for another type, 
so wi 11 se 11 the Skybo lt wing and anti -dra wires for $500. He al so has one 
of the 0-300 B2B, 160 HP LYC engines for sale for 3,050.00. It has 104 hours SMOH and 
900 hours TT. He also has a Constant Speed Prop for $450. 

GEORGE COPLAND, Rt. 2, Box 12, Duncan, Oklahoma (405-255-8349) has a STARDUSTER TOO 
PROJECT for sale. A 11 welding is done on fuselage, is up on Cessna spring gear, 
controls and seats in, firewall and engine mount done, also tail group. Has Cleveland 
wheels and brakes and Scott tailwheel. Has instruments for both cockpits. Has nose 
bowl and sheet metal for cowl. Has a 0-320, 150 HP LYC w/all accessories, 29:00 SCMOH 
hollow shaft. Will take constant speed prop. $5,750 for all. 
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